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To maintain software of sensor nodes in wireless sensor
networks efficiently, it is necessary to minimize the size of
transferred data in firmware update. We propose a
non-invasive rapid and efficient incremental firmware
update algorithm called MoRE. In MoRE algorithm, the
host transfers only delta, which is the information of
different parts between old and new firmware image, to
reduce the size of transferred data. The sensor node
makes new binary image from its current image and the
transferred messages. The MoRE shows comparable
performance to previous works without invasive methods.
Unlike the previous works, MoRE does not require extra
memory for metadata in sensor nodes and does not need
to use relocatable code.
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The network connection of all things through the Internet,
called Internet of Things (IoT), became a trend in wireless
sensor networks (WSNs). To deploy the Internet-based
WSNs, a number of IETF protocols are being
standardized [5]. As many protocols are applied, the
sensor node software become heavier and more
complicated. Consequently, the maintenance of sensor
nodes’ software becomes difficult. Since most wireless
sensor nodes have cheap communication modules with
low bandwidth, they are not suitable for massive wireless
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transmissions. For these reasons, it is required to
minimize the size of transferred data.
Related work
Previous researches have attempted to reduce the size of
transferred data by incremental reprogramming [1, 2, 4].
The incremental reprogramming uses delta which is the
differences between two version of a firmware image. In
general, users update sensor nodes’ firmware to apply bug
fixes or changed mission. The modified part of the
firmware image by the update usually occurs locally. If the
sensor node reconstructs the new image by using the delta
and the old image, the size of transferred data can be
reduced significantly.
The host transfers two types of messages in incremental
reprogramming shown in Figure 1. Copy message
instructs the sensor node to copy a raw binary data from
current binary image of the sensor node to target address.
Down message contains delta with target address.
Copy
message
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Down
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1 Byte
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Length
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Length

2 Bytes

2 Bytes

2 Bytes
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Figure 1: The structure of copy message and down message.

Prior researches tried to reduce the size of the delta.
RMTD [2] finds common segments (CSs) of two binary
codes in byte-level and calculates optimal combination of
CSs. RMTD algorithm finds CSs not only from previous
binary code and new binary code, but also from new
binary code and partially transferred new binary codes.
So, sensor node can make whole new binary code from
partially transferred new binary code. However, RMTD
algorithm has O(n2 ) space complexity and it results in
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memory limitation problem due to its full scan manner.
Hermes [4] manages indirection table to mitigate the
effect of function shift and global variable shift. These
tables should be stored into sensor node’s memory. R3 [1]
uses the firmware that is relocatable code to maximize the
similarity between two versions of codes. R3 also has an
optimal byte-level delta generation algorithm called R3diff.
Users who want to use Hermes or R3 must change their
binary code into relocatable code. Since they are invasive,
they could not be adopted widely in commercial systems.
The size of input binary data influences the delta
calculation sequence significantly. The time complexity of
both RMTD and R3diff is O(n3 ) and the space
complexity of RMTD and R3diff is O(n2 ) and O(n)
respectively, where n is the size of binary code. We
assumed that calculating delta based on only the modified
part of the binary will reduce the calculation time.
In this paper, we present a modularity-based rapid and
efficient delta generating algorithm, called MoRE that
does not require extra memory for metadata in sensor
node and invasive modification on the code. We will show
the feasibility of our algorithm in terms of implementation
and efficiency perspectives.

Design
A binary firmware is made of many object files. MAP file
is a text file format that contains relative offset and length
of each object in binary image. A set of binary fragments
that are called as modules can be extracted from an entire
firmware image by using this file. MoRE consists of three
sub algorithms as shown in Figure 2.
Module extraction
At the first step, the informations for identifying each
modules are extracted from previous and new version of
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Figure 2: Workflow of MoRE algorithm.
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Figure 3: We could extract
module metadata such as
section, type, address, length and
object file path from the
firmware’s MAP file.

firmware’s map file as shown in Figure 3. The
informations specify the particular positions in the binary
firmwares to each module. After the module information
is extracted, the previous and new version of firmwares are
spliced into sets of module binaries based on the given
module information.
Delta calculation
Once modules are extracted, the delta is calculated from
each module. Modified RMTD algorithm and modified
R3diff algorithm are used for the delta calculation. Only
some part of RMTD algorithm that finds CSs between
new image and partially constructed image is used to
calculate delta from newly added modules. The size of
transferred data can be reduced by the algorithm when
the update contains newly added object files or libraries.
Modified R3diff is optimized to calculate optimal delta for
modified modules that exist in the previous binary
firmware without relocatable code.
Message generation
Copy messages and down messages are created based on
the delta. Since a plurality of delta calculation algorithms
are used, the structure of both types of messages is
slightly modified to identify each algorithm.

Experimental results
NanoQplus OS [3]1 and Mango-Etoi board 2 have been
designated as the target platform. To evaluate the
performance of MoRE, following software change
scenarios on NanoQplus were set. We compared the delta
calculating time and the number of bytes to be
transferred.
• Case 1 (Tiny update) : The Blink application that
blinks LED every 1 second is changed to blink LED
every 2 seconds.
• Case 2 (Minor update) : The Blink application is
changed to a button interrupt test application.
• Case 3 (Major update) : The Blink application is
changed to 6LoWPAN router.
• Case 4 (Minor update in large file) : The length of
6LoWPAN router’s kernel task queue is changed
from 8 to 16.

1 https://bitbucket.org/nanoqplus/nanoqplus
2 http://www.mangoboard.com
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case
case
case
case

RMTD
30686
24904
100246
Fault

1
2
3
4

R3diff
641
62
71
2989

MoRE
234
38
767
32

to resolve OS or toolchain dependency. Without any
invasive methods, it shows comparable performance to
previous works. We plan to implement MoRE and
integrate with NanoQplus’s firmware update tool.
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Table 1: Delta calculation time (Millisecond)

case
case
case
case

1
2
3
4

Raw
18484
17592
58868
58736

RMTD
36
4218
48412
Fault

R3diff
32
3931
47591
408

MoRE
39
4179
47772
508

Table 2: Transfer size (Byte)

The results show that MoRE took less than 1 second in
delta calculation time as shown in Table 1. In case 4,
while RMTD algorithm can not calculate the delta and
R3diff takes almost 3 seconds to calculate it, MoRE just
takes 32 milliseconds. Notice that the size of the
messages generated by MoRE is almost same as the
results of other algorithms as shown in Table 2.
Without any invasive methods, MoRE shows such a
comparable performance. MoRE does not have to either
transmit additional data such as bitmap files or tables to
sensor nodes or store additional data in the memory of the
sensor node that are additional burdens of invasive
methods. Moreover, there is no need to replace the
structure of a binary firmware to the relocatable code. It
is therefore easy to apply to real commercial systems.

Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a non-invasive incremental
reprogramming algorithm for firmware update, called
MoRE. It uses a non-invasive module extraction method
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